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Half-Staff

Amy Stabler

Last week, the Orlando police were tipped off as to the
whereabouts of a suspect wanted in some pretty
serious felonies. The responding officer, Master Sgt.
Deborah Clayton, was shot and killed in an encounter
with the guy. He fled the scene. Another officer was
killed in a car crash pursuing him. Flags in Orlando are
once again at half-staff.
In Parrish, Florida, a 62-year-old woman and her 26-year-old daughter were out
looking for their lost dog. The younger lady knocked on a door to ask about it, and
an 83-year-old guy answered the door firing his gun. A bullet hit the mom, still
sitting out in the car, and killed her.

Alison Miller

Caroline Lee

As I write this, there are multiple gun-related bills being crafted up in Phoenix.
They’ll likely be more of the same (public spaces, multi-state compacts, reciprocity
between states). Gun Violence Prevention Arizona (GVPA) is reaching out to
residents and training them on how to make their thoughts known on specific bills
that are headed to committee in the state legislature. The process is called Request
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Continued: A Message From Steve
Important
Phone Numbers
Ward 6 Office
791-4601
Tucson Police
Department
911 or nonemergency
791-6813

To Speak (RTS). It’s an easy, online system that allows you to comment on legislation.
Comments can be lengthy (not recommended if you want them read), or as simple as
“support” / “oppose.”
GVPA is offering training on how to access the RTS system. They also provide bill
summaries and contact information for committee members. If you’d like to connect with
them and get involved in the process, email Meg at gvparizona@gmail.com.

Crisis Intervention Training
On a related note, the Pima County Attorney’s Office, Victim Services Division, will offer
some hands-on training in basic crisis intervention. The training is structured, and it will
Water Issues
cover a wide range of intervention topics. Those will include things such as examining a
791-3242/800-598-9449 variety of crimes and the specific ways victims may react, and trauma responses. The
Emergency: 791-4133 training is intended to prepare you to take part in volunteer work with the Victims
Street Maintenance Services Division.
791-3154

Graffiti Removal
792-2489
Abandoned
Shopping Carts
791-3171
Neighborhood
Resources
837-5013
SunTran/SunLink
792-9222
TDD: 628-1565
Environmental
Services
791-3171
Park Tucson
791-5071
Planning and
Development
Services 791-5550
Pima Animal Care
Center
724-5900

Before you take the training, you’ll be
asked to attend an information session so
you can get a better understanding of
what the program will entail. Here’s
information on those initial sessions:
The actual training will take place every
Tuesday and Thursday at the TPD
Westside Substation – 1310 W. Miracle
Mile – over the course of six weeks later
this spring. If you have more questions on this program, call Nicole at 724.5525.
State Legislature Unleashed Again
The Arizona State Legislature is back in session. They
want to make it illegal to teach classes in public schools,
colleges, or universities that promote social justice.
On that topic, I thought I’d just share this to put the
proposed law into context:
What is Social Justice?
Matthew Robinson, PhD

Social justice is defined as “... promoting a just society by challenging injustice and
valuing diversity.” It exists when “all people share a common humanity and therefore
Pima County Vector have a right to equitable treatment, support for their human rights, and a fair allocation
Control
of community resources.” In conditions of social justice, people are “not [to] be
Cockroaches 724-3401
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discriminated against, nor [have] their welfare and well-being constrained or prejudiced on
the basis of gender, sexuality, religion, political affiliations, age, race, belief, disability,
location, social class, socioeconomic circumstances, or other characteristic of background
or group membership" (Toowoomba Catholic Education, 2006).
And why indeed would we want our schools to be promoting something as controversial as
equality and fair treatment?
You might recognize one of the bill sponsors. Same guy who wants us to lose our state
shared revenues because we break guns.
REFERENCE TITLE: education; prohibited courses and activities
State of Arizona
House of Representatives
Fifty-third Legislature
First Regular Session
2017
HB 2120
Introduced by
Representatives Thorpe: Finchem

AN ACT

Tucson’s Birthday

AMENDING SECTION 15-112, ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES; AMENDING
TITLE 15, CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 9, ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES, BY
ADDING SECTION 15-1892; RELATING TO CURRICULA.
(TEXT OF BILL BEGINS ON NEXT PAGE)
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona:
Section 1. Section 15-112, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to read:
START_STATUTE15-112. Prohibited courses, classes, events and
activities; enforcement; exceptions
A. A school district or charter school in this state shall not include in its
program of instruction any courses, or classes, EVENTS OR ACTIVITIES that
include DO any of the following:
1. Promote the overthrow of the United States government.
2. Promote DIVISION, resentment OR SOCIAL JUSTICE toward a race,
GENDER, RELIGION, POLITICAL AFFILIATION, SOCIAL CLASS or OTHER
class of people.
B. If the state board of education or the superintendent of public instruction
determines that a school district or charter school is in violation of subsection A OF
THIS SECTION, the state board of education or the superintendent of public
instruction shall notify the school district or charter school that it is in violation of

Important
Phone Numbers
Senator John
McCain (R)
520-670-6334
Senator Jeff
Flake (R)
520-575-8633
Congresswoman
Martha McSally (R)
(2nd District)
(202) 225-2542
Tucson Office: 520881-3588
Congressman
Raul Grijalva (D)
(3th District)
520-622-6788
Governor Doug
Ducey (R)
602-542-4331
Tucson office:
520-628-6580
Mayor Jonathan
Rothschild
520-791-4201

ZoomTucson Map
http://
maps.tucsonaz.gov
/zoomTucson/
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subsection A OF THIS SECTION. If the state board of education or the
superintendent of public instruction determines that the school district or charter
school has failed to comply with subsection A OF THIS SECTION within sixty days
after a notice has been issued pursuant to this subsection, the state board of
education or the superintendent of public instruction may direct the department of
education to withhold up to ten per cent PERCENT of the monthly apportionment of
state aid that would otherwise be due the school district or charter school.
E. This section shall DOES not be construed to restrict or prohibit:
4. Courses, or classes, EVENTS OR ACTIVITIES that include the discussion
of controversial aspects of history ACUTELY.
I’m not even sure I understand that exemption, but if they really mean that it’s okay to
teach about, say slavery “acutely” (“with discernment”) then how in the world would that
happen without also advocating against it?
And are schools now subject to legislative restrictions on their speech rights? Are they no
longer spaces for the vigorous debate of public issues? We’re a week into this session, and
the floodgate of this sort of legislative tripe has already begun.
Gallery Chat
If we were to teach in our
public schools that the
holocaust was wrong and
that the victims were
deserving of some level of
social justice, advocating
that as a class of people
they suffered
discriminatory treatment
that was wholly
unjustified – if we were to
teach that and HB2120
was signed into law, the
school system that took
such a gutsy and
controversial step would
lose 10% of its state
funding. Thankfully and
to the rescue is this
week’s Gallery Chat at the
Holocaust Museum.
This week they’d even be
doubling down on
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tempting the state legislature. The topic is Japanese internment camps that existed here in
the U.S. Teaching about those camps, and advocating on behalf of the victims would
evidently be illegal under the proposed state law.
My office will be present this week at the Jewish History Museum in support of their
biweekly presentation, the message of social justice they’re promoting, and the fact that
tying it into the issue of Japanese camps is not only appropriate, but necessary in today’s
political climate. Please try to join us. Of all their “chats,” given what we see going on in
Phoenix, this one has some added meaning.
And for this week’s Local Tucson item, this one is a trifecta. The Jewish History Museum is
listed in the Tucson Originals pamphlet. So are Café Desta (758 S. Stone – 370.7000) and
the 5 Points Market & Restaurant (756 S. Stone – 623.3888). Great to see this local
collaboration in support of the Gallery Chats.
SB1487
On a similar note, we filed our brief last week to request the State Supreme Court rule on
the constitutionality of 1487. Here’s the announcement from the supremes requesting
additional briefs from the parties:

Tucson’s Birthday

Brnovich initially wanted the Arizona Supreme Court to simply rule on whether or not our
gun breaking law was consistent with state statute, ignoring our status as a charter city. We
argued that the entire basis on which the question even got to the AG was the
unconstitutional SB1487. It gives the legislature executive authority, the executive
legislative authority, the executive and the legislature judicial authority, vitiates our due
process, and imposes a penalty without allowing us a day in court. Otherwise, it’s a fine
piece of legislation drawn up by the same guy who wants us to stop advocating for social
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justice in our schools.
I was on the Buckmaster Show last Thursday. A lady called in and claimed that my “stance
on gun free zones” is what caused the Soviet Union to invade and overtake the Ukraine
and violate the rights of their own citizens. She argued that if I didn’t change, we’d suffer
the same fate. Getting to that point from my interest in seeing the state respect our charter
and respect the constitution is a bit of a stretch.
I suspect we’ll be hearing from the Supreme Court very soon. Someone on that court wants
to look at the questions we’ve raised about the constitution. Otherwise they wouldn’t have
asked for these new briefs.
More Court News
We spend a lot of time assisting in tracking code enforcement issues that pop up on a
regular basis throughout Ward 6. With lots of rental units, we seem to have our share of
reoccurring incidents related to upkeep and orphan furniture being dumped in rights-ofway.
The Neighborhood Support Network (NSN) is a group of loosely-affiliated neighborhood
groups that have been working on code enforcement issues for several years. One
particularly important piece is putting tools into place by which residents can follow
specific cases as they make their way through the court system. Tremendous credit to Don
Ijams for his work on getting this data base up and running. With just a click on some
links, you can find status of cases and the date, time, and location of hearings you may
want to attend.
This link is to the city court page on the NSN website: http://neighsupport.net/topics-2/
crime-and-disorder/city-court-upcoming-events/. In the middle of the page, you’ll see two
options, one for code enforcement cases and another for the expanded list of court
hearings. Each contains information on a case-by-case basis describing the nature of the
alleged offense, status of the case, and the date, time, and location for the hearing. All
hearings are open to the public. The links are not just for Ward 6 incidents. I know many
of you live outside my ward – this link is still relevant to you.
Don has invested a lot of time and effort in putting this together. This is a very public
“thanks” to him for his work.
Teresa Williams
On a very sad but related note, Teresa Williams, former
Code Enforcement Administrator, passed away on January
4th. I know many of you knew Teresa and held her in high
regard. She spent a career serving the public, beginning
back in Milwaukee as a Plans Examiner. That was
consistent with her B.S. Degree in Architectural Studies
from the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. In 2007, she
and her family moved to Tucson, and she began her work
on behalf of the residents of our community.
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Teresa will be missed greatly. In lieu of gifts, the family has asked any donations be made
to United Cerebral Palsy of Southern Arizona.
Air Force Times, January 12th Edition
Last week the USAF announced some basing decisions related to the F-35, drone, and KC46 refueling missions. Davis Monthan was mentioned in relation to the first two.
Four domestic bases were chosen for F-35 missions. The Department of Defense (DOD)
chose Ft. Worth, Texas for the first USAF Reserve led F-35 base. It’ll go through a required
environmental analysis before finalizing the assignment. Listed as alternates are DM,
Homestead Air Reserve Base in Florida, and Whiteman AFB in Missouri. I know there’s
pending litigation related to DM, so if Ft. Worth doesn’t make it past its own environmental
analysis, I’m assuming that the pending legal issue related to DM will still have to be
resolved before DM is assigned and awarded the mission. Notwithstanding any more
production delays or cost overruns, they’re projecting the Texas deployment would take
place in the mid-2020s.
In addition to the Reserve Base assignment, the DOD also identified three active duty bases
that will be hosting the F-35. Those include Hill AFB in Utah, Royal AFB in the UK, and
Eielson AFB in Alaska. They also named Burlington Air Guard Station in Vermont as an
Air National Guard F-35 base. Tucson was not listed as an alternate for any of those basing
decisions.
We were also mentioned in relation to a Reaper Drone assignment. But, as with the F-35,
we weren’t chosen as the first option. Shaw AFB in South Carolina was given the MQ-9
Reaper group assignment. They expect the first airmen to be assigned to the new group
during FY’18. Here’s an excerpt from the article demonstrating how the USAF feels about
Tucson’s Birthday
the future of the drone mission:
Gen. David L. Goldfein, Air Force chief of staff: “Remotely piloted aircraft and associated
intelligence operations are and will remain a vital component for the national security of
the United States and our allies. Providing additional RPA basing locations can provide
greater development and quality of life opportunities so we can provide combatant
commanders with the best trained operators to perform this critical mission.”
I know many of you resonate with the “quality of life” consideration when it comes to
mission assignments being awarded by the DOD. The other bases named in consideration
for the drones are Moody AFB in Georgia, Mountain Home AFB in Idaho, Offutt AFB in
Nebraska, and DMAFB. They’ll have to do an Environmental Impact Analysis for these
missions, too, but I suspect they’ll find significantly less impact than they’ll encounter with
the F-35s.
And as a heads-up, the base has announced that throughout January we’ll be seeing
some new missions in the airspace over Tucson. Twelve F-15s will be training here from
Seymour Johnson AFB in North Carolina. In addition, we’ll see six F-16s from the 162nd
Air National Guard reserve command , six F-16s from the Royal Netherlands, and a
dozen A-10s from Michigan. Throughout these visits, the air crews will follow all of the
established DM arrival, departure, and noise abatement protocols.
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Capital Needs
With our vote to place roads and public safety needs on a May 16th Special Election
ballot, I can no longer advocate in these newsletters either for or against the measure. But
I can continue to offer information that may help you form your own position on the issue.
Highway User Revenue Funds (HURF) are one funding source for road repair. Since I
began doing this work in 2009, the state has pretty consistently swept a portion of what
would have otherwise come to us by statutory formula. They’ve used it to pay for
Department of Public Safety needs up in Phoenix.
Last fiscal year the state saw fit to distribute an additional $14.4M in HURF funds to
cities and towns across the state. In his budget announcement last week, Ducey made it
clear that we will not receive that allotment again this year. The sweep that’ll be shared
among the state cities and towns will return to a level of $96M. They have their needs,
and they’re using that portion of our HURF to fund them. We’re looking for alternatives
with which to fill the gap they’re creating.
On the May ballot, you will see a question asking whether or not you’ll allow a half-cent
increase in our sales tax to help fill that gap. This table shows our sales tax revenues over

the past decade. You can see that they have still not recovered to prerecession levels.
While I like the upward trend, I’m certainly not expecting us to hit the 2007 $202M level
in the next couple of years.
What you will see on the ballot will be earmarked for roads and specific public safety
capital needs. Between now and the election, I’ll be using this newsletter to make clear
what you will be voting to support – or oppose. These financial data, though, lay the
framework for that coming discussion.
On a related note, if you have thoughts on the governor’s budget, his representative will
be in town this week to present in more detail what’s coming from the state this fiscal
year.
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The meeting is free and open to the public, but seating will be limited. They’re asking you
to RSVP by the end of today in order to be assured a seat. The contact information is shown
on the flyer.

Tucson’s Birthday

Water Conservation Vision Statement
Early last year I brought together a group of water advocates to talk about forming a group
to get the attention of the Governor’s Water Augmentation Council (GWAC). The purpose
was to get some conservation-minded voices onto that committee. I coauthored a guest
piece for the Star with Madeline Kiser from the Community Water Coalition. We had some
good momentum, and yet the state predictably rejected the request to add the conservation
element to the GWAC.
Our group continued meeting and talking throughout the year. The goal remained the same,
that is, form a group made up of people and nonprofits who are committed to getting the
word out and up to Phoenix that water security is far too important an issue to be left to a
Ducey-formed committee. That group has now formed, with an invitation to you to be a part
of sending that message.
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Through the hard work of Sandy Bahr (Sierra Club), we now have a letter drafted that is
ready for signers-on. Here is the full text of that letter:

A Conservation Vision for Arizona’s Water Future
A Vision for Water Sustainability:
We envision a future where all citizens can live comfortable, economically secure lives
with good jobs, and enjoy healthy natural areas with flowing rivers and springs, healthy
riparian habitats, vigorous wildlife, and recreational opportunities. Water is life. To
sustain our lives and environment for the future, we need sustainable water policies.
Arizona needs to achieve a sustainable water future through effective management that
controls surface water and groundwater use in a manner that can be maintained for an
indefinite time, without causing unacceptable environmental, economic, or social
consequences. To achieve that, water users – farmers and ranchers, cities and towns,
tribal communities, business and industry, environmental interests and everyday people –
must work together to better manage our water resources.
The Challenges:
Studies by federal and state agencies report numerous challenges to our water supply that
threaten our future economy, our lifestyle, and our environment and wildlife. The time to
address these challenges is now.
Since Arizona’s statehood, groundwater pumping and surface water diversions have
severely impacted major groundwater basins and seriously degraded five of Arizona’s
major perennial rivers: the Colorado, Gila, Salt, Santa Cruz, and much of the San Pedro.
Additionally, future perennial flow in the upper Verde River is deeply threatened.
Researchers predict that in 2050 groundwater demand in seven river basins will exceed
base flow, thus endangering the Agua Fria, Babocomari, San Pedro, upper Verde, and
Little Colorado Rivers. One indicator of the declining health of Arizona’s rivers and
streams is the status of native fish populations. Most of Arizona’s native fish species now
have status under the Endangered Species Act. Reduced river flows and deterioration of
riparian habitats also have detrimental effects on hunting, fishing, boating, birding, and
other water-based recreational activities that significantly contribute to Arizona tourism –
a growing $20.9 billion industry bringing revenue from outside Arizona. For communities
that have centered their way of life and economy on Arizona’s rivers and streams, the loss
of these waters will have a profound and adverse impact on their future.
To date, Arizona has been unable to bring either surface water or groundwater to a
sustainable condition. The “General Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in the Gila
River System and Source” has spanned four decades with costs exceeding one hundred
million dollars, yet it has failed to resolve all but a fraction of the tens of thousands of
outstanding water claims that are presently before the Court. The 1980 Arizona
Groundwater Management Act (AGMA), while an important milestone in Arizona’s water
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history, has also failed to achieve the key goal of “safe yield” in its five, mostly urban,
Active Management Areas. The AGMA, which only covers 13 percent of the state, has weak
regulatory authorities and is administratively underfunded. The AGMA also fails to
consider the water needs of Arizona’s environment (“environmental water”). In fact,
nowhere in Arizona’s water policies is environmental protection made a substantive goal.
In the portions of the state not covered by the AGMA, residents now confront a myriad of
threats to existing and future water supplies that are crucial to sustaining environmental
water resources and our communities.
Clearer Vision Needed:
The Arizona Department of Water Resources report Arizona’s Next Century: A Strategic
Vision for Water Supply Sustainability proposes to meet Arizona’s critical water needs by
focusing on ways to “augment” or increase state water supplies through a series of
expensive, large scale infrastructure projects or other expensive projects that would move
water supplies from one area of the state to another or import water. We believe a clearer
vision of water sustainability for Arizona’s future is needed, one that would:






Consider environmental water needs and propose policies to keep rivers, streams, and
springs flowing;
Consider the water needs of rural Arizona;
Incorporate the high probability that climate change will afflict Arizona with multidecadal droughts, increased temperatures, and diminished water supplies;
Include new possibilities for controlling water demand through creative and strong
water conservation measures; and
Include a comprehensive economic evaluation of alternative augmentation techniques
and advanced water reuse technology.
Tucson’s Birthday

Modernize Arizona Water Law
The window of opportunity to better manage our water resources is closing quickly –
groundwater responds slowly both to stresses and improved management. Once a perennial
stream or river dries up for part of the year or for certain stretches, species disappear and
the ecological integrity of the system is degraded. We must act now to reduce additional
permanent damage from unsustainable water use.
Arizona’s water laws need to be modernized, in consultation with a broad spectrum of
interests. In general, we should strive to simplify water law, address rural Arizona’s water
issues, integrate the best available science and refocus on sustainability with a strong
emphasis on conservation, reuse, and the environment. Water law reform is notoriously
difficult; five previous state study commissions have produced some valuable perspectives
but no improvements to state water law. It is time for our leadership and everyday people to
rise to the challenge.
Arizona Sustainable Water Workgroup
We are convening a Sustainable Water Workgroup to propose policies that will prevent
further degradation of Arizona’s rivers, lakes and springs and find new ways to balance
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Arizona’s water interests. New statewide policies should integrate the management of
ground and surface water and ensure restoration of environmental flows, or nondegradation of current environmental flows. We are committed to including a broad
range of stakeholders (both large and small) in the discussion, including our towns and
communities, rural communities, Indian tribes, grassroots and community groups, local
businesses, and the environmental community.
If you would like to add your name to the letter I’ve included above, please send me an
email at Steve.Kozachik@tucsonaz.gov. I’ll make sure to get it to the people who are
compiling the full list.
As I’ve written before, I believe the two most important items the M&C deal with are our
budget and water security. This is an opportunity for you to engage on the latter.
Vicious Dogs and Pima Animal Care Center
Over the recent holidays we had a very sad incident in midtown. A dog got out of its yard
and attacked and killed another one in the neighborhood. Alyx Dote and KVOA helped
me spread the word on how to contact Pima Animal Care Center (PACC) when you see an
incident like that. Since then, I’ve been in touch with the PACC enforcement folks to pull
together a meeting on the topic. They’ll present the protocols they have in place for
responding to vicious animals, and give advice on the best ways to report those sorts of
incidents.
Coming on Wednesday, January 25th here at the Ward 6 office, we’ll host Adam Ricci
from PACC. Adam has agreed to bring a report on the data they see (incident locations
city-wide), and to talk about the ways you should report incidents. They’ve got a 24/7
emergency line, and they have been working on
getting it tied directly to our 911 system. We’ll
get an update on that, too.
I’ve spoken with leadership from both TPD and
the City Attorney’s office about what actions
the city can and does take in these sorts of
cases. I’ll be able to speak to that, and answer
your questions from a city perspective. As I’ve
shared previously, the state has preempted us
from certain actions, so as is the case in so
many areas, our ability to craft local ordinances
is limited by the fine folks up north of us.
The meeting will begin at 5:30 p.m. on the 25th. This is an important
quality of life issue. I hope to have another full house to take part in
the discussion.
Hands-Free Ordinance
In his exit statement from his cabinet position as Secretary of
Transportation, Secretary Anthony Foxx wrote this:
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Secretary LaHood was able to change public attitudes toward distracted driving through
personal advocacy and the Faces of Distracted Driving Campaign in 2010. He worked to
establish laws restricting the use of cell phones and other hand-held devices while
driving.
Last week we took action locally to follow up on what the feds began, and what multiple
other states have already enacted. Arizona, as a state, has been silent on a ban against using
mobile devices while driving your car.
This is a controversial item because so many of us use our cell phones and other devices
while driving, so changing the law necessarily impacts many people. But it is really a
simple question: is it safer to drive while talking on the phone, or using a GPS system or
tablet, or not?
I appreciate very much the input I received supporting what we did from people who see the
carnage caused by distracted driving. This letter came in the day of our vote:

Tucson’s Birthday
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I had hoped that our ordinance would make the use of a cell phone a primary offense. That
means the police could cite you for it regardless of whether or not you were guilty of
another moving violation at the time. We ended up adopting it as a secondary offense for
reasons I understand. I am willing to watch to see if the concerns raised have validity.
Data compiled by the ACLU indicates minorities are pulled over more often for similar
moving violations than are caucasians. The concern was that by adding the cell phone ban
as a primary offense, we’d subject people of color to some new level of profiling. I fully
trust our Chief of Police in his work to instill a culture of inclusiveness throughout our
police force. And yet, I wanted to be sensitive to the concerns raised, especially in the
midst of the current political climate. Tucson is a leader in bridging cultural and ethnic
divides. In agreeing to make this a secondary offense while we gather data to see if it’s
working, and if the concerns over profiling are valid, we show again that this M&C is
sensitive to issues surrounding our diversity as a community.
Now, TPD can cite drivers for erratic behavior (no change there), and if they also see the
driver using a cell phone or other electronic mobile device, it will constitute a second
citation. If there’s a collision involved, the fine jumps immediately to $250. We are
talking about increasing that fine – more to come on this as we finalize the wording in the
ordinance.
…and this comment was also included in Foxx’s exit statement:
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Throughout the Department’s history we were focused on building an infrastructure
system to connect point ‘a’ to point ‘b’, often regardless of the neighborhoods and
communities impacted to make that system possible; we are now focused on place-making
transportation projects that afford economic opportunity and mobility to all residents in
our urban, suburban, rural, and tribal communities.
Think the Broadway widening project when you read the words about ‘place-making.’
It’s what the community called for throughout the design charrettes and Citizen Task
Force meetings. Rio Nuevo is now in a position to carry through what we missed
during our own processes.
Transit System Upgrades
Last budget cycle we adopted some modest bus fare increases. Tied to those though were
improvements to the transit system. Most of us on the M&C who voted for the new fares
recognized that increased costs for the service needed to be tied to improved service. We
still haven’t seen the full ridership levels return since last year’s strike.
We’re moving ahead with those improvements to the system. I’ll include here the full text
of the summary statement offered by staff in review of the changes being adopted. First,
some route improvements:

Tucson’s Birthday

In addition, we’re making enhancements to many of our bus stops.

In addition, improvements to the accessibility of the SunGo Card and to the values offered
on it are in the works.
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The value-added bonus is a promotional program that will be reevaluated in six months to
see whether or not it’s achieving the goal of increased use of the cards, and by extension
increasing ridership on the system.
The attachments mentioned in the text are maps showing the locations of bus stops we’re
renovating, and the locations of the sales locations for the SunGo Cards. Just click the text
to take a look.
I add this in connection with the mention of Broadway because transit was to have been a
significant element in the design of that corridor. Many are still waiting to see how that
will be achieved within the constraints of the 30% alignment approved by M&C back in
April.
Human Trafficking
In closing, I’ve now confirmed the membership of the
post-screening panel. We’ll have trafficking survivors
and law enforcement representatives, each talking
about what they’ve observed and experienced in this
tough area. I want very much to see the city increase
our penalties on the Johns – the guys who buy sex
from the victims of this crime. I’ll be speaking about
the progress we’re making in that area.
Please join us at 6:00 p.m. on January 30th at The Loft
Cinema for this screening. The entire event will be
free of charge. As I’ve shared before, this is a hard
movie to watch. I suspect the post-show discussion
will also be tough. Use your discretion in bringing
young kids, but both high-schoolers and parents may
benefit from what we see and hear at this event.
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Sincerely,

Steve Kozachik
Council Member, Ward 6
Ward6@tucsonaz.gov

Events and Entertainment
Dillinger Days
Friday, January 20, 2017 | 7 PM – 10 PM (21+ only)
Saturday, January 21, 2017 | 9 AM – 5 PM
Hotel Congress, 311 E Congress St
Come to the annual two-day spectacle in honor of the capture of America’s most notorious
outlaw by the Tucson Police Department and the Tucson Fire Department. Experience the
re-enactment of his downfall by the hands of Tucson law enforcement, famously known for
succeeding with Dillinger’s arrest when the FBI couldn’t. Mobs of history buffs, fans of the
1930’s, and pop culture enthusiasts crowd the historic Hotel Congress annually to pay
homage to the man that famously earned the title Public Enemy No. 1 and his nationallyrenowned apprehension. hotelcongress.com/events/january
Beat Back Buffelgrass Day
Saturday, January 21, 2017
Join in the fight against the buffelgrass invasion and help protect Tucson's Sonoran Desert
ecosystem and your community fromTucson’s
this rapidly spreading
fire hazard. Read more and
Birthday
register to volunteer at: www.pagregion.com/Default.aspx?tabid=659.

Ongoing
Arizona State Museum, 1013 E University Blvd | www.statemuseum.arizona.edu
"Snaketown: Hohokam Defined"Exhibit, through July 1, 2017
Arizona Theater Company, 330 S Scott Ave | www.arizonatheatre.org
“La Esquinita, USA,” by Rubén C. González, January 14 – February 4, 2017
The Rogue Theatre, The Historic Y, 300 E University Blvd | www.theroguetheatre.org
“The White Snake,” by Mary Zimmerman, January 12–29, 2017. Based on the ancient
Chinese tale of a magical white snake that comes down the mountain in the form of a
woman to hear the wisdom of humanity and falls in love with a young man.
Tucson Museum of Art, 140 N Main Ave | www.TucsonMusuemofArt.org
Tucson Convention Center, 260 S Church St | tucsonconventioncenter.com
Meet Me at Maynards, 311 E Congress St | www.MeetMeatMaynards.com
A social walk/run through the Downtown area. Every Monday, rain or shine, holidays too!
Check-in begins at 5:15pm.
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Mission Garden, 929 W Mission Ln | www.tucsonbirthplace.org
A living agricultural museum and ethnobotanical garden at the site of Tucson's Birthplace
(the foot of "A-Mountain"). For guided tours call 520-777-9270.
Children's Museum Tucson, 200 S 6th Ave | www.childernsmuseumtucson.org
Tucson Botanical Gardens, 2150 N Alvernon Way | www.tucsonbotanical.org
“Frida Kahlo: Art, Garden, Life” Exhibit, October 10, 2016 – May 31, 2017
Southern Arizona Transportation Museum, 414 N Toole Ave |
www.tucsonhistoricdepot.org
UA Mineral Museum, 1601 E University Blvd | www.uamineralmuseum.org
Jewish History Museum, 564 S Stone Ave | www.jewishhistorymuseum.org
Fox Theatre, 17 W Congress St | www.FoxTucsonTheatre.org
Hotel Congress, 311 E Congress St | hotelcongress.com
Loft Cinema, 3233 E Speedway Blvd | www.loftcinema.com
Rialto Theatre, 318 E Congress St | www.rialtotheatre.com

